Creating your account.

Go to pollev.kumc.edu. Typing in your email will cause the Single-Sign On to pop up. Enter your username and password for your KUMC account.
Creating your account.

Choose “You’re presenting,” option as an instructor.
Creating a poll.
Click the red Create button to make new polls.
Creating a poll.

*There are several polls to choose from:*

**Multiple choice** – good for assessing knowledge.

**Word cloud** – for open ended questions

**Q & A** – audience enters questions and can vote questions to the top

**Clickable image** – using a picture for the audience to pinpoint different areas of the picture (such as maps)

**Survey** – a series of questions

**Open-ended** – similar to word cloud but keeps phrases together
Your audience can typically respond by going to your Poll Everywhere URL, texting in their answer, or using the Poll Everywhere app.
Your View

As your audience responds, you can control different aspects of the poll using the icons on the right hand side.
Your View

Clicking icons will do the following:

- **Paintbrush** – changes the visual settings of your poll.
- **Activate** – Publishes/Unpublishes the poll so that your audience can see it. Within a PowerPoint, the poll will be activated by going into Present Mode.
- **Eye** – Hides/Shows the audience responses.
- **Lock** – Locks/Unlocks the audience from responding to the poll.
- **File** – clears away audience responses.
- **Expand** – enters fullscreen and activates the poll.
Managing Polls

Your polls will be stored and managed on your homepage, where you can edit, activate, and group them.